
Draft Patent for Non-Dragging Conceptual Generator

Definition: Any Electrical Generator that use mechanical,electromagnetic methods that
eliminate the dragging force produce by the back emf as consequence of generating
electricity via change of Magnetic flux. Thus the amount of electrical energy generated has
little or no relevance to the inputting kinetic energy.

Introduction:
The existing Electrical Generator is base on the textbook understanding that Kinetic energy
input is transformed into Electrical energy by producing an non-constant Magnetic field. This
concept has sealed the development of Electrical Generator in the path of energy converter.  
However, if we analysis the process of electrical power generation closely, we would
discover the picture is often more complicated than that: Kinetic energy input has caused a
change of Magnetic field, then this changing of Magnetic field caused an electrical current to
flow in the coil, then the electrical current flowing in the coil created a Magnetic field by the
virtue of the physical construction of the coil, and the newly created Magnetic field in the coil
interact with the source of Magnetic field which end up dissipating the kinetic energy
originally start the sequence. Thus, it may appear that kinetic energy is being converted into
electrical energy while in actuality that the kinetic energy is only eliciting electrical energy
which by the virtue of design of Generator, acting on the opposite direction of original kinetic
energy. It is a problem of Generator design instead of a necessity of Generating process.
Thus, a change in the design of Generator could eliminate the unwanted by-product of back
emf without affecting the Generating process. Following from the above understanding, we
could come up with four principles of design :

A. Design to prevent the drag force from forming at all.
B. Mechanism to prevent the effect of drag force to be manifested.
C. Mechanism to neutralize or nullify the effect of drag force once its formed.
D. Mechanism to compensate the effect of drag force.
 
For each of them, we could utilize the following types of mechanism to achieve each of the
purpose.

Principles: 
1. Mechanical means:

A. To absorb the effect dragging force(s), and/or releasing that force(s) into direction that
wouldn't retard the movement of the moving parties;
B. To redirect the dragging force(s) into direction which it is either nullified or canceling by
another dragging force(s) or by other mechanical/electrical mechanism.
C. To connect two or more pair(s) of dragging force which acting to completely or partially
eliminate the effect of each other. 
D. A Physical force compensation system which recover the loss kinetic energy loss from
the effect of drag.
E. A mix of above,

2. Electromagnetic means:
A. With addition of other Magnetic field(s) which induce a force opposing the dragging
force using the back emf itself or other source of energy;
*B. With special rewiring of the coil  and/or the sources of Magnetic field so that back emf
generate a Magnetic field which have the effect of canceling out the effect of that dragging
force completely or incompletely;



C. With placement of electrical device which interact with either the instantaneous
Magnetic field and/or the source of Magnetic field to produce an effect which nullified the
effect of drag force;
D. With special re-wiring of the coil that interact with other component of the system to
create an effect that canceling the dragging force.
E. The mix of above.

3. Stimulated Change of Magnetic field, which neither Magnetic field nor coil is moving, thus
no dragging force is possible:
A. By varying the strengths and/or polarities of applied electromagnetic field through
electrical circuit.  

4. A combination of either and/or each of them.

Advantages of this innovation:
1. The input of kinetic energy is no longer related to the electrical energy output.
2. More output than input, effectively a second type PMM.

The detail advantages and disadvantages of each individual method are discussed in the
individual paper.


